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SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST
Band Supplies

Supplies you will need for your band instrument:
FLUTE: cleaning swab and rod (a handkerchief will do for a swab)
CLARINET: 5 reeds (Mitchell Lurie or VanDoren– size 2 1/2), cork grease and a cleaning swab
SAXOPHONE: 5 reeds (Hemke or VanDoren– size 2 1/2), cork grease and a cleaning swab
OBOE: 3 reeds (Jones– medium soT), reed case (Fox), cork grease, small container for water
and a cleaning swab.
BASSOON: 3 reeds ( Jones- medium soT), reed case (Fox), cork grease, small container for water
and a cleaning swab.
TRUMPET: valve oil, tuning slide oil and a soT cloth
FRENCH HORN: rotary valve oil, tuning slide oil and a soT cloth
TROMBONE: slide oil and a soT cloth
BARITONE: valve oil and a soT cloth
TUBA: valve oil and a soT cloth
PERCUSSION: Bell Kit with drum pad. SZcks for snare (2B) and bells. You may also get a
Bell Kit with a snare drum. These are heavy and you will only be asked to bring
one instrument at a Zme (either bells or snare). Good idea to get the case
w/wheels.
***All instruments must be properly marked with a name tag and contact informa=on.
***CCS has a limited supply of instruments for students who are not ﬁnancially able to rent or purchase from a music store.

Recommended Instrument List for Beginning Band
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The following list is provided to assist parents in obtaining instruments for their children. There
are undoubtedly other saZsfactory brands although those listed here have conZnually met high standards of quality and proven saZsfactory from the standpoint of durability through use in our program.
Suggested Brands:
Instrument
Flute:
Clarinet:
Alto Saxophone:
Oboe:
Trumpet:
French Horn:
Trombone:
Baritone:
Percussion:

Brand and Model Numbers
Gemeinhardt 2SP or Yamaha YFL-221
Yamaha YCL-250 or Selmer student model
Yamaha YAS-23
Selmer H92 or Fox Renard 333
Yamaha YTR-2335 or Bach Tr-300
any student model Holtan or Yamaha
Yamaha YSL- 354 or Bach TB-300
Yamaha YEP-201
Bell Kit with drum pad: Ludwig or Pearl

***I recommend that you purchase a wire folding music stand for home prac=ce. These usually run
about $12.95 each. Students that use music stands when they pracZce get in the habit of proper playing posiZon and posture.
ALWAYS BRING A PENCIL WITH YOU TO BAND !!!

Instrument
Violin, Viola, and Cello are the instruments your son or daughter can choose from for Strings
Class. These instruments come in many sizes, and it is important that the size of the instrument
matches the size of the student. Please be sure to get a music teacher to measure your child for
the appropriate size instrument before you purchase an instrument.
Shoulder Rest or End Pin Anchor
Violin and Viola students need a shoulder rest. This will help support the instrument on the
body. Artino, Kun, and shaped shoulder sponges are all acceptable.
Cello students will need an end pin anchor. This will help stabilize the instrument’s end pin on
the floor so that it does not slip. End pin anchors with a strap that can be attached to the leg of a
chair are recommended. An example of this type is the Xeros Brand. End pin anchors without a
strap are also acceptable options.
Rosin
Either light or dark rosin is acceptable.
Cleaning Rag
This is needed to keep the varnish of the instrument from getting damaged. Cloths made espe-
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cially for instrument cleaning are available, but a small washcloth or an old cut up t-shirt can also
be used.
Supplies you will need for your strings instrument:
VIOLIN AND VIOLA: Shoulder rest. This will help support the instrument on the body. ArZno,
Kun, and shaped shoulder sponges are all acceptable.
CELLO: End pin anchor. This will help stabilize the instrument’s end pin on the ﬂoor so that it
does not slip. End pin anchors with a strap that can be afached to the leg of a chair are recommended. An example of this type is the Xeros Brand. End pin anchors without a strap are also
acceptable opZons.
ALL BOWED INSTREUMENTS: Rosin. Either light or dark rosin is acceptable.
ALL STRING INSTRUMENTS (GUITAR, BASS GUITAR, VIOLIN, VIOLA, CELLO, STRING BASS):
Spare strings. Strings can wear down and break as Zme passes. Having a spare set of strings on
hand can prevent having to make a trip to a music store at an inconvenient Zme. Some string
brands I recommend are Red Label or D’Addario. Be sure to pick strings that match the size of
the instrument you have.
Cleaning Rag. This is needed to keep the varnish of the instrument from gehng damaged. Cloths
made especially for instrument cleaning are available, but a small washcloth or an old cut up tshirt can also be used.
***All instruments must be properly marked with a name tag and contact informa=on.

Recommended Instrument List for Strings
The following list is provided to assist parents in obtaining instruments for their children. There
are undoubtedly other saZsfactory brands although those listed here have conZnually met high standards of quality and proven saZsfactory from the standpoint of durability through use in our program.
Instrument
Violin, Viola, Cello, String Bass

Brand and Model Numbers
Beckmann
Discovery/Schroeder
Glaesel
KC Strings
Knilling
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Nagoya Suzuki
Pfretzner
Scherl & Roth
Guitar, Bass Guitar

Fender, Ibanez, Dean

